
ROUND 1 - Film & TV
Q1 The composer John Barry is synonymous with which franchise; A)Harry Potter, B)Star Wars, C)James Bond? C)James Bond

Q2 In 'Star Wars', what is the name of Han Solo's ship? Millennium Falcon

Q3 What are the names of the parent dogs in the 1961 film '101 Dalmatians'? Pongo and Perdita/Perdy=1pt each

Q4 Which 2007 film featured Jake Gyllenhall, Mark Ruffalo and Robert Downey Jr searching for the identity of a serial killer? Zodiac

Q5 Name the Oscar winning actor who starred in 'The French Connection', 'Unforgiven' and 'The Poseidon Adventure'? Gene Hackman

Q6 Finish off this quote from a 1979 film; 'He's not the Messiah. He's a...'? ‘very naughty boy!'

Q7 What was the name of the character played by Will Smith in the ‘Men in Black’ series: Agent Jay or Agent Kay? Agent Jay

Q8 What was the name of the sequel to the 2013 film 'Olympus has Fallen'? London Has Fallen

Q9 Which British actress won the 2019 Academy Award for Best Actress? Olivia Colman

Q10 In which Martin Scorsese film, based on true events, would you find the character Jordan Belfort? The Wolf of Wall Street

ROUND 2 - Food & Drink
Q11   Water, spear, pepper and chocolate are all types of what plant commonly used in cooking? Mint

Q12 Which sweet treat has had slogans like 'Gooing for Gold', 'Here Today, Goo Tomorrow' and 'Licky, Sticky, Happy'? Cadbury's Creme Egg

Q13 True or false: After Niels Bohr won the Nobel Prize, Carlsberg gave him a house with a direct pipeline from the brewery? True

Q14 Fufu [Foo-foo] is a porridge style dish native to which continent: A)Europe, B)Australasia, C)Africa? C)Africa

Q15 Name the English chef who hosted the Channel 4 show 'River Cottage? Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall

Q16 Traditional Catalan Aioli [Ahy-Oh-Lee] sauce contains olive oil and which one other ingredient? Garlic

Q17 Which of these refers to dishes being served in a sequential order: Russian Style Service or French Style Service? Russian Style Service

Q18 What type of meat is used to make traditional chorizo sausages? Pork

Q19 Carrots are meant to be one of the best sources of which vitamin? A

Q20 What is the term used to describe the process that kills microbes in food and drink via heating? Pasteurization

ROUND 3 - Art & Literature
Q21 The first known of 'chips' in literature can be found in a book by which author; A)Edgar Allen Poe. B)F Scott Fitzgerald, C)Charles Dickens? C)Charles Dickens

Q22 From which Greek island was the poet Sappho from, known for her work celebrating the erotic love between women? Lesbos

Q23 How many of Leonardo da Vinci’s portraits were of women: A)1, B)4, C)10? B)4

Q24 William Henry Talbot was famous for his achievements in developing which art form? Photography

Q25 What did 'staring at a runny piece of camembert cheese one hot August afternoon' inspire Salvador Dali to paint? Soft Watches/Clocks

Q26 In which children's book series would you find Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy Pevensie? The Chronicles of Narnia

Q27 Founded in 1759, what English pottery company is known for its distinctive blue and white pattern? Wedgewood

Q28 Name the popular 2006 self-help book, by Rhonda Byrne, which advises that just by thinking positive thoughts you can attract health, wealth and love? The Secret

Q29 Starting with E, what of branch of philosophy would you associate with Albert Camus and Friedrich Nietzsche? Existentialism

Q30 In which art museum would you find works such as The Garden of Earthly Delights and Las Meninas: A)Louvre, B)Prado, C)The Hermitage? B)Prado

ROUND 4 - Grab Bag 
Q31 True or False. There is a pumpkin spice variety of SPAM? True

Q32 In Rugby League, the Betfred Super League consists of teams from England and which two other countries? France and Canada=1pt each

Q33 Beginning with N [November], name the practice of magic involving the summoning of dead spirits or raising their bodies? Necromancy

Q34 Which country developed the self-defence Krav Maga for its military? Israel

Q35 Beginning with W, which American state has the smallest population? Wyoming

Q36 Canola is another name for what yellow-flowering plant, cultivated mainly for its oil-rich seeds? Rapeseed

Q37 In which country would you find the town of Schengen; A)Belgium, B)Luxembourg, C)Germany? B)Luxembourg

Q38 Which scientist is considered the "father of genetics": Mendel or Mendeleev? Gregor Mendel

Q39 In technology, what 3 number code is assigned to an error message web page that follows a broken or dead link? 404

Q40 True or false: the capital of Somalia is Somalia City? FALSE
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